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 The sounds of the New Bulbul Tarang have been sampled from the world famous Indian Tabla Banjo by sitar, vocals and drone
strings. The New Bulbul Tarang is also loaded with an extended set of features including a stereo Chordinator, 11 chord sampler

and lots more. The New Bulbul Tarang VST-AU-AAX - Kontakt Instruments & Samples - Virtual Instrument "aka" Indian
Banjo, 15 strings, melodic and drone strings, Kontakt. The sounds of the New Bulbul Tarang have been sampled from the world

famous Indian Tabla Banjo by sitar, vocals and drone strings. The New Bulbul Tarang is also loaded with an extended set of
features including a stereo Chordinator, 11 chord sampler and lots more. The latest in the series of vintage esophagus trumpets

from Hydrogen Audio we’re proud to introduce the new MEA™ - Traditional Woodwinds collection, now in more flexible
Kontakt® format. This stunning collection features a mix of the world’s most classic and acoustic woodwinds, including the

unique Meifang/Bamboo Flute, Aul, Kansa, Dogu and Guzhen. Featuring some of the finest the world has to offer, this pack of
some of the world’s finest acoustic instruments is the ideal complement to any production and great inspiration for any player!

The MEA™ packs include authentic articulations and extensive presets for each instrument with multiple articulations, keys and
even some unique preset effects. Meaning the 'open strings' in Mandarin, the Chinese are known for their highly musical
instruments. More so than most, the Chinese truly have their own style, and this collection is an exercise in that. Aulan

(pronounced “Aw-Laan”) is another of China’s wind instruments, an ancient flute made from bamboo. It is hollow and is played
with an embouchure similar to that of a panpipe, although the Aulan is more melodic. Chinese are sometimes called “the people

of music”. They have an array of instruments for the most part being simple and well-made. Among those is the Aulan. The
Aulan comes in a few different styles and tones, so there are many different Aulans, not just one “standard”. f3e1b3768c
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